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Introduction 

Shared Interest annually publishes longitudinal case studies.  Using research carried out 

over a number of months, the studies follow the customer journey over several years.  The 

objective behind this process is to understand the level of impact Shared Interest finance 

has on a recipient business and its wider community. 

The subject of this case study is COCAGI (Cooperative des Caféculteurs de Gishoma) a 

Rwandan coffee co-operative, which Shared Interest has financed for over a decade.  The 

co-operative became a customer in 2009, and have since received a Commercial Export 

Credit Facility (COEC), a Term Loan (TL) and a Stock Facility (SF). 

The key objectives are: 

1. To explore the impact of each financial product individually, to understand how 

Shared Interest finance has affected COCAGI business operations and describe the 

change process that has taken place within the organisation. 

2. To examine any impact the business finance has had on producers, employees, and 

the local community. 

3. To determine the critical success factors involved in the growth and sustainability of 

COCAGI. 

Method 

We used a mixed method of investigation, including both quantitative (mini-surveys) and 

qualitative (semi-structured interviews). We also reviewed all Shared Interest administrative 

documentation (proposals, annual reviews, financial reports, and visit reports). 

Fifty producers and 27 employees of COCAGI participated in the mini-surveys.  

We also carried out interviews with 15 producers who have been with COCAGI for five years 

or more, and 10 employees including both permanent and casual workers.  

We interviewed the General Manger of the co-operative, the coffee station manager, the 

finance manager, two opinion leaders in the community and the Executive Secretary of the 

local assembly.  

The mini-survey data was analysed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SPSS). The interviews were transcribed and the content was analysed using both deductive 

and inductive methods of content analysis.  

This research was carried out in March 2017.  

Before the case study was published, we contacted COCAGI again to gain insight on how 

the co-operative has progressed since the original research was initiated.  Subsequently, an 

interview was carried out by email in June with Pastor Japhet, General Manager, and he 

assisted with translation so that we could also interview DUHIRWE Anne Marie, who is the 

leader of COCAGI’s women’s coffee initiative, COCAGI Femmes. 

Background 

Coffee has been part of Rwanda’s history since the 1930s, when the Belgian colonial 

government ordered the mass planting of coffee trees. The result was high volume but low 

quality production, which continued long after Rwandan independence in 1962.   By the 

1970s, coffee farming was Rwanda’s most important source of income, accounting for more 

than 70% of the country’s export revenues.  The global coffee price crisis hit in the early 
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1990s, followed by the devastating genocide in 1994.  By early 2000, it is said that Rwanda 

did not have a single functioning coffee washing station and farmers were producing semi-

processed coffee, which attracted low prices.  

A decade later, and the Rwandan coffee industry began to recover due to the Government 

recognising the value of high quality beans.  Trade barriers were lowered, restrictions lifted, 

and a National Coffee Strategy was created.   

It was soon discovered that specialty coffee bean pricing generally remained stable, even 

during general market volatility.  This led to the establishment of private and co-operatively 

owned coffee washing stations, the replacement of older coffee trees, the adoption of 

improved production techniques and increased access to finance. In 2016, the Rwandan 

government implemented a “zoning policy” in the coffee sector.  The scheme run by The 

National Agriculture Exports Development Board (NAEB), aimed to better organise the 

industry, improve quality and traceability of coffee, and cut out intermediaries. 

Soon coffee became one of the leading export commodities in Rwanda, accounting for USD 

68.7 million worth of exports in 2018. (Source: export.gov) 

There are currently 309 coffee washing stations across the country. Rwanda exports 42% of 

its coffee to Switzerland, 12.4% to the United Kingdom, 20.9% to the United States, 5.8% to 

South Africa, 0.5% to Germany and 1.5% to South Korea.  

However, Rwandan coffee production remains a smallholder activity, with the average size 

of a coffee farm being less than a hectare (around 2.5 acres) containing 200 trees.  It is 

reported that over 400,000 families (Rwandan Development Board 2020) rely on coffee 

farming for their main source of income, using traditional techniques.  The country has the 

ideal conditions to create Arabica coffee due to the rich volcanic soil, rainfall patterns, and 

moderate temperature. 

Coffee Co-operative of Gichoma (COCAGI) 

Coffee Cooperative of Gichoma (COCAGI) is a coffee growers' co-operative located in the 

Gishoma district of western Rwanda.  They started out as an association of coffee producers 

in 2002, in the same year the Rwandan National Coffee Strategy was launched to promote 

the production of high quality specialty coffee. Two years later, they formally registered as a 

co-operative and the Government supported them to establish a coffee washing station.  

US-based international development organisation ACDI-VODKA, offered their support for the 

construction of the washing station after donating the very first coffee pulping machine to the 

co-operative. In 2004, the introduction of a washing station enabled COCAGI to process 13 

metric tonnes of green coffee for the export market, but the volume was still too low to 

export.  Instead, they added it together with coffee produced by Maraba washing station, just 

over 80km away, creating the volume required for shipping.  

In 2005, COCAGI had increased their production volume by enough to independently 

produce a container of green coffee, the equivalent of 19.2 metric tonnes, which they 

exported directly to Coffee Pacifica, a distributor and marketer of green bean coffee in the 

US, Europe and Canada. They also began working with the  Rwanda Small Holder Specialty 

Coffee Company (RWASHASCCO), a coffee marketing and exporting company providing 

key services to smallholder coffee co-operatives. 

In 2006, COCAGI became Fairtrade certified, and signed contracts with two international 

buyers - Union Hand Roasted Coffee in the UK and Paramount Coffee Company in the USA.  

For the next three years, they supplied one container of green coffee per year to each of 
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these buyers.  In 2009, their production increased enough to double their supply to Union 

and maintain their supply to Paramount.  When their production increased again in 2011, 

they began to sell two containers of coffee locally. 

The co-operative’s membership increased along with its production and subsequently, 

COCAGI signed a contract with a global buyer called Falcon Coffee Ltd.  This raised their 

total sales volume to eight containers per year.  

By 2016, COCAGI was producing 10 containers of green beans, compared to one container 

in 2005. This production growth follows several key changes, including rapid growth in 

membership, expansion and upgrade of washing stations, improvement in the quality of 

coffee produced, and improved access to finance.  

In the next section, we will explore the impact of these developments.  We will also examine 

the effect of Shared Interest finance, which was first provided in 2009, and has included a 

Commercial Export Credit (COEC), a Term Loan (TL), and a Stock Facility (SF). 

I. Business growth and sustainability 

 

When they officially became a co-operative in 2004, COCAGI struggled to access credit 

facilities to maintain their operations. As their sole provider of finance, the Rwanda Co-

operative Bank offered extremely inflexible terms, and a request for collateral.  Their only 

form of security was the washing station constructed with government support, and its value 

was far below the amount required.  Because of this, the facility that the bank granted them 

did not meet their operational costs during the coffee harvest seasons, and in addition, there 

were major delays in releasing the funds. 

According to the General Manager of COCAGI Pastor HABIMANA 

Japhet, the loan approval process was long and cumbersome; the 

funds usually arrived towards the end of the harvest season and 

did not serve the intended purpose of paying the farmers on time. 

In addition, the interest rate was so high that the business could 

not make any meaningful profit. In the meantime, producers were 

diverting their coffee cherries to privately owned factories due to 

COCAGI’s inability to pay promptly upon delivery. Under these 

circumstances, it was impossible for the co-operative to grow their 

sales and make profits.  

The General Manager of COCAGI, Pastor HABIMANA Japhet said, “Our encounter with Shared 

Interest in 2009 brought a complete turnaround in the fortunes of COCAGI.” 

COCAGI’s sales volume increased from 52,501kg in 2008 to 81,366kg in 2010 a year after 

Shared Interest provided COCAGI with their first export credit facility.  This resulted in the 

cash flow needed for pay producers promptly for their coffee cherries.  This improvement in 

payment provision attracted more producers to the co-operative.  Volume increased from 

480,010kg in 2008 to 621,566kg in 2011. The number of producers increased from 377 to 

504 during the same period.  

According to the Coffee Station Manager, Jean Claude Bamporiki: “The commercial export 

credit facility from Shared Interest represented a new dawn for business operations at COCAGI. 

Our success story began the day we were granted the facility.” 
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Pastor Japhet added: “The export credit line enabled the co-operative to lay a solid foundation 

for a successful take-off of COCAGI’s coffee production business.” 

Figure 1: Sales volume and values of COCAGI from 2008 to 2019 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 shows a steady rise in COCAGI’s sales volume since 2009, when the co-operative 

received its first form of finance from Shared Interest.  We investigated the slight decline in 

sales during 2012, despite receiving additional export credit from another lender.  This 

reduction in sales volume continued into 2013, and it was suggested by the co-operative that 

this was due to reduction in local demand.   

In 2013, Shared Interest increased the co-operative’s Commercial Export Credit (COEC) 

facility to meet the growing demand for their coffee and to boost their profit margins. A Term 

Loan was also issued, to purchase a new and high performing coffee pulping machine.  This 

increased the production capacity of the washing station and not only led to a significant rise 

in sales volume but also the sales value and gross profit, which were RWF 221million 

(£220,465) and RWF 111million (£110,731) in 2012, and RWF 470million (£430,331) and 

RWF 243million (£222,490) in 2014 respectively. This represents over 112% and 118% 

growth rates respectively. 
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COCAGI’s Accountant said: “These impressive results are clear indications of the critical role 

Shared Interest has played in the growth and sustainability of the co-operative.” 

Figure 2: Sales value (RWF) of COCAGI from 2008 to 2019 

 

Figure 3: Gross Profit (RWF) of COCAGI from 2008 to 2019 
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High capacity coffee pulping machine purchased with the term loan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COCAGI used a Term Loan from Shared Interest to purchase a high capacity coffee-pulping 

machine in 2015, which almost doubled the production capacity of the washing station, from 

800 to 1,500 metric tonnes per season. COCAGI also used part of the Term Loan to 

purchase a truck in 2014, to facilitate the delivery of coffee cherries to the washing station. 

During the 2015 coffee harvest, the station processed 1,214,343kg of coffee cherries - the 

highest volume in the history of the co-operative.  

The utilisation of the truck has made the transportation of coffee cherries from buying 

centres to the washing station very fast, convenient, less stressful and cost effective.  Prior 

to this, the cherries were delivered on foot or by bike from the buying centres to the washing 

stations. The slow transportation of the cherries usually led to the deterioration of the quality 

of the coffee produced. However, the use of commercial vehicles was expensive leading to 

huge operational costs. With the truck, the co-operative has been able to make a saving of 

RWF 6.6million (£6,995) each season. Out of season, the truck is used for other commercial 

activities, to generate extra income for the co-operative.  

COCAGI’s Purchasing Clerk Ibonabyose said: “This is another big contribution of Shared 

Interest towards empowering coffee farmers in their fight for better living conditions.” 
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Figure 4- Volume of coffee cherries processed from 2008 - 2019 

 

With volume increasing, it soon became clear that the co-operative needed to expand 

facilities at the washing station. In 2016, COCAGI increased the number of drying tables 

from 92 to 165 and the sorting tables from nine to 20. They also constructed two additional 

storage facilities for coffee cherries.  

However, despite this expansion, a reduction in the volume of cherries followed.  This was 

due to a ‘zoning policy’ introduced by the Government of Rwanda.  

This scheme, run by The National Agriculture Exports Development Board (NAEB), was 

designed to improve the traceability and quality of coffee by ensuring coffee cherries are 

taken to the nearest washing station and processed in the shortest possible 

time after harvest. However, some co-operatives have experienced disadvantages following 

the introduction of this legislation. 

However, when interviewed in 2016, Pastor Japhet told Shared Interest that he believed the 

situation would not affect the performance of the co-operative. He explained that they would 

lose over 100,000 trees (422,000 would reduce to 300,000 with the new zoning system) but 

the co-operative also had a two-hectare coffee farm located within their zone, and production 

from there would be enough to make up for the difference. 

Further discussions with COCAGI towards the end of 2019, informed us of further ways in 

which they overcame the zoning challenge.  When it became evident that 40% of their 

farmers were outside of the newly allocated zone, they decided to begin a recruitment drive 

within their area, and now have over 1,100 members. To help those farmers who could not 

access their existing washing stations, they are hoping to purchase stations in different 

zones.  They also began a tree-planting project, which saw the co-operative plant an 

additional 100,000 trees.  
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The truck purchased in 2014 with the Term Loan 

 

When Shared Interest visited COCAGI in March 2017, we randomly selected 28 employees 

and 50 producers to complete a mini survey. The employees included casual workers (78%) 

permanent staff (18%) and management staff (4%). All participants were asked to indicate 

their level of agreement or disagreement with a number of statements.  These statements 

were designed to assess their perception about the growth and sustainability of their co-

operative.  Please see Tables 1 and 2 for the results. 

Table 1:  

Employees’ perception about the growth and sustainability of their co-operative  

Statement Employees 

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
agree  

The co-operative has grown steadily 
during these past years 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 

The cash flow situation of the co-
operative has improved significantly 
during these past years 

0% 0% 0% 4% 96% 

The co-operative has become stronger 
and more competitive 

0% 0% 0% 4% 96% 

Shared Interest’s financial support has 
contributed to the growth and 
sustainability of the co-operative 

0% 0% 0% 29% 71% 
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Table 2:  

Producers’ perception about the growth and sustainability of their co-operative 

Statement Producers 

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagre
e 

Neutral Agree Strongly 
agree  

The co-operative has grown steadily 
during these past years 

0% 0% 0% 10% 90% 

The cash flow situation of the co-
operative has improved significantly 
during these past years 

0% 0% 0% 4% 96% 

The co-operative has become stronger 
and more competitive 

0% 0% 0% 6% 94% 

Shared Interest’s financial support has 
contributed to the growth and 
sustainability of the co-operative 

0% 0% 0% 4% 96% 

 

The results presented in these tables indicate that both employees and producers agreed or 

strongly agreed that the co-operative has expanded and has become more profitable during 

the past few years.  Results also suggest that, both producers and employees were aware of 

the financial support provided by Shared Interest. 

Employment and Livelihood Impact  

The number of employees has grown by 63% since Shared Interest finance was first 

provided in 2009. Production capacity increased after the export credit facility enabled 

COCAGI to purchase a higher volume of cherries for processing and subsequently engage 

more workers at the washing station. 

The benefits of Shared Interest finance remain evident a decade later as, in 2019, COCAGI 

General Manager, Pastor Japhet, told us: “It has been a positive experience to work with 

Shared Interest.  The funds are always distributed on time and since working together, we 

have been able to improve our production, and subsequently increase the income of the 

farmers.  

Figure 5: Growth in the number of casual workers of COCAGI from 2008 – 2019 
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In order to understand how financial support from Shared Interest has impacted the 

livelihood of employees and producers of the co-operative, the aforementioned mini-survey 

respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement or disagreement with a number 

of statements. 

They were also asked to rate their level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the impact of 

COCAGI and Shared Interest on their quality of life. The results of the survey are presented 

in Tables 3 and 4. 

 
Table 3: Employees’ perception about improvement in their quality of life 

 
Statement Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Neither agree 

nor disagree 
Agree Strongly 

agree 

My employment at COCAGI 
has brought a positive in my 
livelihood 

0% 0% 0% 18% 82% 

The income from my work with 
COCAGI has enabled me to 
meet my basic needs and 
those of my household 

0% 0% 0% 32% 68% 

My working conditions have 
continued to improve since I 
started working at COCAGI 

0% 0% 7% 11% 82% 

             

Table 4: Employees’ ratings of their level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the 
impact of COCAGI/Shared Interest on their quality of life  

 
 

Statement Very 
dissatisfied 

Dissatisfied Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Satisfied Very 
satisfied 

The contribution of 
COCAGI to the 
improvement in the quality 
of life of employees 

0% 0% 0% 29% 71% 

Working conditions 0% 0% 7% 21% 72% 

Working environment 0% 0% 0% 21% 79% 

The impact of Shared 
Interest’s support to 
COCAGI on employees’ 
livelihood 

0% 0% 0% 18% 82% 

 

The results presented in Tables 3 & 4 suggest that the majority of COCAGI employees 

experienced some improvement in their quality of life following their involvement with the co-

operative. Analysis of their individual interviews revealed that, prior to employment; they 

depended on their parents for their survival needs. As small-scale farmers, their parents did 

not have the resources to meet their extended household needs.  Many lived in old and 

dilapidated wooden structures, mostly surviving on one meal per day.  

Following their employment at COCAGI, they were able to change the living conditions of 

their respective families.  This involved supporting their parents to provide adequate food for 

the family, renovating their houses or constructing new ones, and funding the education of 

their younger siblings.  
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Case Study 1~ Mukaniyonsega Dative 

Mukaniyonsega Dative, a 26-year-old casual worker, agreed to share her story.  

“My mother made a lot of sacrifices to see me through secondary 

education.  Though I was a brilliant student and could make it through 

the university, my mother did not have the means to fund my university 

education”. 

Dative completed secondary school in 2013. She dreamt of 

becoming a teacher but instead joined her mother in growing 

beans, cassava and potatoes. However, the proceeds from their 

farm were soon not enough to meet the needs of the family, 

providing only one meal per day 

However, when COCAGI increased their productivity in 2014, they 

needed more workers at the washing station and Dative gained 

employment as a casual worker. She stated: “With my income, we 

are now able to meet our basic needs as a household; we eat three 

times a day and we do prepare meals of our choice. In the past, we 

could not afford fish or meat but today we do consume them as and 

when we feel for them. There have been a great change in our livelihood since I started 

working at this co-operative.”  

The family has pulled down the old wooden house and put up a new and bigger one. They 

have extended electricity to the house and are now considering bringing in a water supply. 

Dative has not given up on her dream of pursuing her university education to become a 

professional teacher, and has been saving up for this purpose.  

Case Study 2~ Nobert Nshimiyimana 

Nobert Nshimiyimana, also a 26-year-old casual worker at COCAGI also shared his story:  

Nobert is the last born of a family of eight children. He got a Global 

Fund scholarship for his secondary school education, which he 

completed successfully in 2012. His parents did not have the means to 

help him further his education at university as he had hoped. After 

completing his secondary school education, he came back to stay with 

his parents who had been struggling to meet their household needs.  In 

2014, he was employed at COCAGI and used his income to enrol for 

university, where he is currently pursuing a degree in nursing.  

He said: “Thanks to COCAGI I am on course to fulfil my life dream goal 

of becoming a health professional.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph of 
Mukaniyonsega Dative, 
casual worker at COCAGI 

 

Photograph of Nobert 

Nshimiyimana, a casual 

worker at COCAGI 
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Photo of a group of casual workers at COCAGI (L-R  Nyirhabimana Odette, Umutoni  Violette, 

Nyiranzeyimana Esperance, Mukamurenzi Safi, Uwiringiyimana Jacqueline, Mukaniyonsenga Dative, Mukahirwa 

Anne and Mukasine Adele.) 

As mentioned earlier in this report, all COCAGI workers have access to credit facilities from 

the co-operative. Some access business or education loans and others housing loans. 

According to Pastor Japhet, these credit facilities are offered with no interest rate. 

He stated: “Since we met Shared Interest, our cash flow situation has improved 

tremendously and our profit margins have increased, making it possible for us to assist our 

workers to improve their living conditions.” 

We also learnt that COCAGI used profits from their increased productivity to improve the 

working environment of their workers. The Coffee Station Manager, Jean Claude Bamporiki 

said: “With the improvement in the revenue streams of the co-operative, we have embarked 

on aggressive infrastructure development projects with the aim of creating the right working 

environment for our workers”.  

After reaching record levels in coffee sales and production in 2015, COCAGI made the 

highest profit since the establishment of the co-operative. Subsequently, COCAGI acquired 

a piece of land with the proceeds and successfully constructed an office complex in 2016.  

Pastor Japhet said: ““This was to enhance the working environment of our staff.” 

In the same year, the co-operative renovated and expanded the facilities at their coffee 

washing stations and put up an office and a residential facility for the Coffee Station 

Manager.  

In an interaction with the Accountant of COCAGI Jonas Laban Kanani, he said: “These 

infrastructure developments wouldn’t have been possible without the support from Shared 

Interest; today our employees are proud to work here because we have provided them the right 

environment and the appropriate working conditions.” 
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In terms of growth, the co-operative started with 226 producers as members in 2004. This 

number increased to 377 in 2008 and rose to 1,030 in 2016. 

Figure 6: Growth in number of producers of COCAGI from 2008 to 2019 

 

As described earlier in the report, before receiving support from Shared Interest, COCAGI 

could not pay farmers when coffee cherries were harvested due to cash flow constraints.  

With the improved access to finance, COCAGI began to provide their producers with 

advance payments to enable them to maintain their coffee farms and to fund coffee harvest 

operations. This initiative motivated more producers to join the co-operative and explains the 

growth shown in the chart.  

In 2011, COCAGI supported their members living in areas identified by Government as high 

risk (due to them being prone to landslide or flooding etc.), to relocate to safer zones. They 

established a housing fund and offered a credit facility of 500,000 RWF (£530) to relocate. 

With this fund, 67 members constructed new houses in safer zones between 2011 and 2014. 

They have also supported seven members of the co-operative to renovate their houses.  

That same year, following the launch of a campaign by Government to eliminate houses with 

a thatched roof, COCAGI once again supported 30 producers with credit facilities to roof 

their houses with iron sheets. 

COCAGI has also remained focussed on increasing access to health care. They have 

provided health insurance for all members of the co-operative since 2013, including one 

additional member from each producer’s household.  

The co-operative also pays a Mutual Health Insurance Premium for all permanent 

employees, as well as their social security contributions.  In 2016, they were committed to 

expand the payment of Premium to cover at least five individuals in each producer’s 

household by the year 2020. . In 2019 they provided for two individuals in every household 

and plan to have increased this to three by the end of this year. 

Pastor Japhet said: “The ability of the co-operative to implement all these social programmes 

was heavily dependent on the co-operative’s access to finance through Shared Interest.” 

COCAGI has also been paying dividends to their members at the end of each season. 

Producers reported that their dividends continue to increase annually. 
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Pastor Japhet told us: “The payment of dividends was not happening until Shared Interest 

intervention in 2009.” He explained that all their profit was being taken away by the high interest 

rate on the facility they had been getting from the Rwanda Development Bank. 

We carried out a mini-survey among the producers to ascertain the level of impact of Shared 

Interest financial support on their business and livelihood. The results are presented in 

Tables 5 & 6. 

Table 5: Producers’ perception about the impact of COCAGI/Shared Interest on their                    
business and livelihood 

 
Statement Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Neither 

agree nor 
disagree 

Agree Strongly 
agree 

My yield has continued to 
increase during the past years 

0% 0% 0% 56% 44% 

The co-operative has been 
supporting me with the 
necessary inputs to increase my 
yield and make more money 

0% 0% 0% 18% 82% 

I have been supplying an 
increasingly high volume of 
coffee to the co-operative 

0% 0% 0% 30% 70% 

My income from coffee has 
increased steadily during the 
past years 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 

My income from coffee has 
enabled me to improve my 
quality of life over the past 
years. 

0% 0% 0% 12% 88% 

              
Table 6: Producers’ ratings of their level of satisfaction/ dissatisfaction with 
COCAGI’s business performance and impact 

 

Statement Very 
dissatisfi
ed 

Dissatisfi
ed 

Neither 
satisfied 
nor 
dissatisfie
d 

Satisfie
d 

Very 
satisfie
d 

The co-operative payment 
system 

0% 0% 0% 8% 92% 

The level of support the co-
operative has been providing 
to producers 

0% 0% 0% 32% 68% 

The co-operative business 
performance 

0% 0% 0% 18% 82% 

The impact of the co-
operative’s business on the 
livelihood of producers 

0% 0% 0% 30% 70% 

The co-operative access to 
finance 

0% 0% 0% 44% 56% 

Shared Interest support to 
the co-operative 

0% 0% 0% 22% 78% 
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We compared these results with the content of individual producer interviews and found that 

Shared Interest’s financial support to COCAGI has not only transformed the coffee 

production process but also improved the quality of life of producers. 

Respondents indicated that they were very satisfied with the level of support the co-

operative has been providing to producers and with the improvement in their payment 

system. They were also satisfied with Shared Interest support to their co-operative. Most 

producers we spoke to stated that, prior to the intervention of Shared Interest, they could not 

access any credit facility to maintain their coffee farms. Consequently, they had very low 

yield resulting in low income. They noted that life was very difficult for them then - they could 

not provide the basic needs for their households. They could only feed their children once a 

day and financing their education was a challenge. They reported that this changed when 

COCAGI started providing them with credit facilities to maintain their farms and improve their 

livelihood. Some of the producers shared their stories with us during our visit in March 2017 

Case study 3 ~ Nzabandora Manasse 

Nzabandora Manasse, a 66-year-old COCAGI producer, also 

shared his story. He is also a single parent and a father of nine 

children. He has over 50 years’ experience in coffee production 

and owns 300 coffee trees. Before joining COCAGI, he owned 

100 trees and was processing his coffee manually, selling it at 

low prices to local buyers. His total income from coffee was 

25,000 RWF.  

Manasse also struggled to meet the livelihood needs of his 

household. He did not have the means to buy food items such 

as rice sugar and meat. He said: “My children were living on a 

very poor diet.”  

He was contracting loans from local moneylenders at high interest rates to finance the 

education of his children. Sometimes, he gave away part of his food crop farm to local 

lenders to obtain credit facilities to respond to health emergencies. He was living with his 

children in a four bedroom wooden structure with no electricity. Due to financial constraints, 

three of his children dropped out of school. However, thanks to COCAGI’s educational fund, 

he was able to cover the education of his six other children; three of them have completed 

university and two, secondary school education. The three children who have successfully 

completed university are now working in various private and public institutions. Manasse has 

constructed a new house and installed a water and electricity supply. He stated: “Thanks to 

COCAGI and their financial partners, I have been able to fund the education of my children. 

A few years back, I did not have any means to do so, resulting in three of my children 

dropping out of school. Today, my income has improved and I can provide all food items for 

the consumption of my household.” 

Photograph of producers of COCAGI whose life have been impacted by shared Interest support 

Nzabandora Manasse, 

COCAGI producer 
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Social Impact  

COCAGI’s social impact has not been limited to the members of their co-operative. Over 

several years, they have contributed to the development of many communities in the Rusizi 

District.  

According to the Executive Secretary of Nzahaha, Rwango Jean de Dieu: “COCAGI is a 

people oriented co-operative whose social programmes have contributed to poverty 

alleviation and improvement in the living conditions of the people of Nzahaha”. 

He added: “Actually, COCAGI has been working with local authorities to bring development to 

our people.” 

Since 2012. COCAGI has provided electricity over a 95 km stretch to benefit several 

communities in the sector. They have also set up a fund to support households in gaining an 

electricity supply. In 2016, it was confirmed that 152 households had benefited,and that 

COCAGI had also provided the Mutual Health Insurance Premium for 100 members of the 

community, who were mainly children.   

COCAGI has also been involved in the construction of community roads to provide access to 

essential services.  

Another fund is used to support the community with social events such as sports and games, 

or in times of crisis, including covering funeral costs. 

The results of the mini survey carried out in March 2017 showed that 71% of employees and 

88% of respondents were very satisfied with the contribution COCAGI made to the 

development of their communities.  

Ntibaziyaremye Jean, a 66 year old Community Opinion Leader (a key figure in the 

community, who is knowledgeable on specific areas, and whose opinion is widely trusted) 

narrated the great change that has taken place in his community as a result of COCAGI’ 

interventions. He said that the community was living in total darkness until COCAGI brought 

electricity in 2013. Apart from transporting electricity to the community, COCAGI gave credit 

facilities to individual members to extend it to their homes.  
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He said: “Today, I could count more than 50 homes in the community that got electricity with 

credit facilities from COCAGI.” 

He told us that the academic performance of the children has improved since electricity was 

brought to the community. This, he said could be linked to the fact that many of these 

children now study at night because of their access to electricity. 

Jean reported that his community of Giti was full of old and dilapidated buildings few years 

ago. However, COCAGI has assisted residents to renovate their houses and build new ones.   

In fact, young people employed by COCAGI helped with their construction.   

He said: “There has been a massive infrastructure development in my community during the past 

three years; houses that were built with mud and wood have been gradually replaced with new 

houses built with bricks and metallic doors through the housing fund established by COCAGI.” 

Some other members of the community reported that COCAGI has been distributing coffee 

pulps to producers. These pulps produce organic fertiliser, which they apply to their farms to 

increase yield and make more money. 

Some of these social impact interventions were funded with COCAGI’s Fairtrade Premium. 

For instance, the payment of the Mutual Health Insurance Premium for members and the 

construction of the office complex in 2016 were part funded with this money. Other projects 

include the construction of community roads, distribution of spraying machines to producers, 

and the extension of water to the coffee washing station and surrounding communities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Fairtrade premium earned (USD) from 2008 to 2019 
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Figure 7 shows a steady growth in Fairtrade Premium during this eight-year period. 

However, there was a drastic drop in 2016 due to the withdrawal of one of COCAGI’s 

Fairtrade buyers, Falcon Coffee Ltd (Falcon).  

Gender and environmental impact of the loans 

COCAGI has been working hard to ensure gender equity within their co-operative. In 2013, 

they established a fund to which both COCAGI and the women within the co-operative 

contribute. The main objective of this fund is to provide credit facilities to diversify income 

and improve revenue streams.  

Pastor Japhet said: “The success our business has paved the way for the introduction of this 

fund, which has helped many female producers to grow their businesses and improve their 

livelihood”.  

A large number of COCAGI producers are single mothers and the fund has helped them to 

broaden their revenue base and to respond to the needs of their households without any 

difficulty. 

In 2016, the co-operative introduced the concept of COCAGI Femmes.  Subsequently, for 

the 2017 coffee harvest season, COCAGI created a space at their washing station for the 

processing of coffee produced exclusively by women. The Coffee Station Manager indicated 

that coffee cherries delivered by female producers would be tagged, dated and processed 

separately. By working in close collaboration with Sustainable Harvest, they planned to seek 

out buyers for the specialty coffee.  

Coffee Station Manager, Jean Claude Bamporiki said: “Women coffee are sold at higher prices 

and we believe our female producers will be better off if we are able to secure a contract for their 

coffee.” (, 

In 2019, COCAGI set aside another four hectares of land for COCAGI Femmes to grow 
beans for their premium coffee brands, AGASARO and SUSURUKA. 
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When we interviewed Pastor Japhet in June 2020, he said: “This initiative was set up to promote 

women coffee-growers, and recognise the value of their work with a premium price. The co-

operative has set traceability to separate this coffee during processing at the washing stations. 

We are able to market it but we have not yet got a special buyer. 

“We have set aside four hectares of land where the AGASARO and SUSURUKA groups started 

planting last year. On that area, they will be able to grow ten thousand coffee trees.” 

 

Pastor Japhet went on to explain that, thanks to support from Shared Interest, COCAGI 
production levels have increased, which in turn generated more sales, and the additional 
profit paid for the land. He said: “The money the co-operative used to buy land for women 
coffee farmers was from profit made using the Shared Interest facility in coffee season.” 
 
Gender equality is one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) agreed by the 
United Nations in 2015 as ways of building a better world by 2030.  However, female farmers 
in remote communities, in particular, face challenges such as lack of opportunity for land 
ownership, access to finance, or the potential for leadership roles, and this is particularly 
prevalent within the coffee industry. Women play vital roles within the value chain, tending to 
the crop and co-ordinating the harvest but many do not receive the recognition or rights they 
deserve. Improving gender equality in coffee communities has the potential to improve crop 
production, household welfare, and community development.   
 
The role of a washing station in Rwanda is more than just process the coffee; it has become 
symbolic of how the role of women in the industry is changing.  According to the report 
Developing Ourselves: Examining Women Coffee Producer Empowerment and its 
Facilitation in Rwanda’ by Aleida Stone, published in 2018:  
 
‘In the case of Rwanda in particular, before the country’s push to produce quality ‘fully 
washed’ coffee, women’s role in the supply chain was a great deal more laborious and 
insecure than it even is today.  
 
Women worked harder in order to produce lower yields and quality due to lack of access to 

technical training and support, and were limited in their access to stable markets and 

ownership over the income generated by their labour. Since then, the development of 

washing stations has helped relieve some of this burden. The time consuming nature 

of processing coffee cherries at home is now carried out by mechanical equipment, leaving a 

woman producer with both more time and opportunities to participate in other activities 

outside of her home.’ 

We asked Pastor Japhet if we could interview one of the women 

involved in COCAGI Femmes.  He introduced us to Chairperson 

of COCAGI Femmes, DUHIRWE Anne Marie.   We sent some 

questions, which Pastor Japhet translated, and here she tells her 

story in her own words: 

 

"I am a widow with six children, three boys and one girl. I have two orphans who live with me 

due to HIV of my young sister. After the death of my husband in 1995, I was encouraged to join 

COCAGI coffee co-operative. I had a plantation of 50 coffee trees but I have extended 

up to 350 coffee trees. Respecting agriculture practices, I can harvest 1,050kg of cherries per 

season. 
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"I was able to pay school fees for my children and two adopted children, I was able to build a 

house to live in, I am able to pay health insurance and feed my family. I managed to implement 

small project income generating especially in subsistence crop like beans, cassava, maize and 

banana. 

"As a women's representative in COCAGI, I was the one to mobilise women to join the co-

operative and work together to be independent. Referring to the Rwanda Government ongender 

equity, we were able to set a local saving and credit initiative between 298 women using 2800 US 

Dollars. This started with COCAGI’s financial support from their Fairtrade Premium. My 

current role is the Chairperson of COCAGI Femmes. As leader, I implement women’s decision in 

coffee farming, fruits farming, sunflowers farming, and strengthen our 

saving and credit initiative. I have been in this role since 2014. 

"For the future, COCAGI Femmes has a vision of becoming a big coffee producer starting by the 

project of bio coffee farming we are implementing currently. We want to see our women's coffee 

AGASARO and SUSURUKA internationally to increase revenues. We want women in COCAGI to 

prepare and manage small projects, which are income generating. “Thanks to this initiative, I 

have managed to be good farmer and increased production per tree, which is reason why I was 

able to help my family.” 

COCAGI carries out a number of community development projects, including training  

farmers on climate change, and tree replanting programmes to prevent soil erosion. They 

provide milk for farmers’ children and manure for their coffee plants, as well as an education 

fund, which they can use to pay children’s school fees and buy materials. 

In line with their environmental and sustainability policy, COCAGI has also acquired a seven-

hectare piece of land on which they planted Eucalyptus trees. COCAGI has also been 

collaborating with companies to promote the use of solar energy in homes. 

In addition, in 2018 COCAGI installed a system to distil wastewater from their washing 

station for reuse.  

As previously mentioned, the initial research for this case study was carried out in March 

2017, and we interviewed Pastor Japhet before publication in 2020.  At that time, (June), the 

coronavirus pandemic was spreading across the world, and we asked how COCAGI had 

been affected by Covid-19.  Pastor Japhet told us that although the co-operative is still 

strong, sadly: "Sixty-one of our seasonal workers lost their jobs because of social distancing 

in the washing station. Our members have diversified into beans, banana, sweet potatoes 

and fruits but during the lockdown, their subsistence produce goes rotten as Burundi and 

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) borders are closed, and over 62% of subsistence 

produce is sold here, in our neighbouring countries. One of our loyal buyers did not buy this 

season - this affected COCAGI negatively by preventing us accessing enough money from 

lenders as planned and the overall market was impacted.  Two contracts were cancelled by 

one buyer because of Covid-19. We still have a stock we are looking to market; we managed 

to sell our low grade locally so members are paid. I am currently negotiating with an 

international buyer on the stock available and sending samples to other people to see what 

will happen by October.” 

 

 


